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ENEMY SHIPS BOMBED IN MEDITERRANEAN

So great was the explosion that took place in an enemy merchant

ship attacked by Royal Air Force Bombers in the Mediterranean on

Monday afternoon that an observer of one of our aircraft thought
the ship had fired a sixteen-inch gun at them.

Two enemy merchant vessels, escorted by a destroyer and aircraft,
wore sighted by our bombers, Describing the attack, the pilot of the

leading aircraft said, ”We approached the larger of the two vessels

until, at a point some hundred yards away from the ship, my observer

opened fire - more to keep the gunners’ heads down than in the hope
of doing much damage. We were then not more than twenty feet up,
and I could see tracers hitting the side of the ship and then

lifting on to the docks. Suddenly there was a great "whoomph” and a

sheet of red flame exploded from aft of the ship.

"I thought it was some new kind of defence they had thought up

for blowing attacking aircraft into the air."

The observer who comes from Tyneside, and who wears the ribbon

of the George Medal, said he thought a sixteen-inch gun
load been

fired at them. Afterwards they came to the conclusion that their

tracer bullets had ignited the supply of petrol carried in the poop.

Almost as soon as the explosion took place the pilot put the aircraft

into a tight turn, lifting his wing-tip over the masthead and away from

the flames rising from the deck. Climbing away into the sun, he

manoeuvred his aircraft so that the enemy gunners could not sight it.

The next bomber to attack was first tackled by an enemy aircraft

which fired a burst across the nose of the machine. The pilot of this

bomber saw one of his bombs hit the ship and then bounce off into the

sea.

Bombs of the third aircraft found their mark. As the destroyer

dashed towards the direction of the attack, the pilot launched two bombs

right into the bows of the larger merchantman. There was a tremendous

explosion and a column of thick black smoke billowed from the vessel.

One of our aircraft swooped down through the smoke and raked the decks

of the escort ship before Morning away. After more then ten minutes

flying, pillars of smoke could still be clearly scon on the horizon.

The R.A.F. bombers which carried out this operation, are from a

squadron which has played a big part during the last few months in

dislocating the enemy’s lines of communication in the Mediterranean.


